Bighorn Sheep FAQ’s

Where are these hunts conducted?
Our Bighorn Sheep hunts are conducted in Southwest British Columbia, near the Alberta Border
and North of Glacier National Park. We also have Alberta Bighorn Tags, located in the Kakwa
region, West of Grande Prairie.
How physically demanding is this hunt? How should I prepare myself?
Sheep is the most physically demanding hunt in North America. The days are long, and requires
hiking on a day to day basis. We will send you a customized physical preparation schedule
meant for sheep hunters. We recommend you follow this as closely as you can. This will help in
reducing fatigue and you’ll have a much more enjoyable and successful hunt.
Where will I be staying?
While sheep hunting, you will be staying in a tent camp in the alpine. If the weather is bad then
there is a spike camp setting you will stay in. Prepare yourself for the whole hunt to be staying in
a tent until you are successful. In Alberta there is no permanent camp structure instead we
utilize a wall tent set up however majority of the hunt is conducted while staying on the
mountain.

How do we hunt them?
Sheep hunting is done by spot and stalk only. Hours behind the glasses is key to a successful
Rocky Mountain Bighorn hunt.
What other tags do you recommend I buy?
We recommend you purchase a mountain goat, rocky mountain elk, mule deer, black bear and
wolf tag along with your bighorn sheep tag. This way you have a pocket full of tags and
whatever you may encounter while hunting with us you can harvest within legal matters. This
applies for the BC sheep hunt, hunters can add a mule deer and wolf tag if they would like in
Alberta.
What gear and equipment do I need to bring? What brands?
Upon booking with us, we will provide you with a detailed equipment list. Most equipment on the
list you will need. We suggest you buy quality gear, found in our Brands/Website pdf. For sheep
hunting we highly recommend Sitka and Kuiu clothing.
What optics should I buy?
When glassing as much as you will during this hunt you will need quality clear and crisp optics.
We use Leica, Zeiss and Swarovski while sheep hunting, you should use the same. A spotting
scope is not necessary to bring but we do recommend one.

How do I know I will have a good guide?
We assure you that you will have a qualified and experience sheep hunting guide.
What sort of success is there?
In the last 5 years in BC our hunters have had a 60 percent opportunity, with a slightly lower
harvest rate. No outfitter is going to guarantee you an opportunity on a bighorn due to all the
variable and circumstances that can arise. In Alberta there is a higher density of sheep and the
four fifths requirements means a higher opportunity rate on Bighorn Sheep.

